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Abstract  
 
 

Allison Krueger 
Personal Perspectives on Alzheimer’s Disease in Morocco 

Morocco 2017 
University of Minnesota Duluth 

 
The number of people affected with dementia worldwide is expected to increase 

dramatically in the coming decades. Alzheimer’s disease is the most common type of 
dementia, which is characterized by progressive memory loss and increasing behavioral 
changes throughout the course of the fatal disease. This growing healthcare concern 
affects not only those with the disease, but caregivers and family members as well. 
Understanding the unique challenges of affected families across cultures can be useful in 
providing culturally competent healthcare and providing support resources for patients 
and their families. This study investigated the major issues faced by families affected by 
Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco and the support resources available through a site visit, 
in-country library research, and semi-structured interviews to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the effects of the disease from multiple perspectives. Results indicate 
that there are at least four aging centers in Morocco, either in construction or already 
functioning, to provide caregiver support and education on Alzheimer's disease. Two out 
of three of the interview participants believe that Alzheimer's disease is not a major 
health priority on a national scale compared to other acute diseases. 
 

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, caregivers, Morocco, semi-structured interviews, 
perspectives, support, education  
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Introduction 
 

There is extensive research being done on the biological basis of Alzheimer’s 

disease as the world population ages, but less academic literature exists that focuses on 

the personal context of those who suffer from the debilitating symptoms of the disease. 

Moreover, there is little information readily available in the United States about these 

personal experiences, particularly those that occur in countries where English is not the 

primary language and academic papers are not easily accessed due to the language 

barrier. The purpose of this research project is to bridge that gap by providing 

information on such first-hand experiences with Alzheimer’s disease through examining 

the support centers that exist in Morocco and common concerns for caregivers of people 

with Alzheimer’s disease.  

This research purpose was accomplished through in-country library research, a 

site visit to a support center, and three semi-structured interviews performed with 

members from different perspectives of the caregiving process. The following chapters 

present an overview of the literature about various aspects of Alzheimer’s disease, the 

methodology for this research in Morocco, results found from the three research 

approaches that were used, a discussion on what the implications of the results are for the 

current and future state of care in Morocco, and a conclusion that suggests uses for these 

research findings. 
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Chapter 1. Literature Review 
Outlook on Aging 
 
“Grow old along with me! The best is yet to be.” (Browning, 1864) 

The above quotation by English poet Robert Browning provides an optimistic and 

perhaps idealized view of the aging process from a time before in-depth knowledge of 

Alzheimer’s disease existed. Newgard and Sharpless (2013) determined that as of 2013, 

11% of the world population was 60 years of age or older and that percentage is expected 

to double by 2050. Each continent is predicted to have a different percentage of people in 

that age bracket. Most notably, according to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (2003), Europe is expected to have the highest percentage of people age 65 

and over by 2030 at 20.3% while the African continent is expected to have the lowest 

percentage at 3.7%.  

In contrast to the low 3.7% for Africa as a whole, for the country of Morocco at 

the northernmost point of Africa, 25% of the population is predicted to be age 60 or older 

by 2050. Birth rates are expected to decline, leading to a decreased percentage of younger 

Moroccan citizens according to Hajjar et al. (2013). As of 2016, the fertility rate for 

Morocco is 2.12 children born per woman (Central Intelligence Agency, 2016) and the 

overall fertility rate for northern Africa is expected to decrease to 1.9 by 2045, which is 

lower than the number needed to replace two parents for the next generation and keep 

population numbers stable according to Alkema et al. (2011). Babies born there today 

have a life expectancy of 76.9 years and that value is expected to increase as healthcare 

continues to improve (Central Intelligence Agency, 2016). 

According to Newgard and Sharpless (2013), with an expected increase in aging 

populations comes an increase in health care needs for a variety of conditions that 
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increase in prevalence with age, such as cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and 

various types of cancers. To support the increased number of aging individuals, it is 

imperative that countries develop an infrastructure to provide cost-efficient and 

culturally-sensitive health care for aging people and community health programs to 

promote well-being into the older years. Symptoms of aging occur due to changes on the 

cellular level that impact physical abilities into the later years of life. 

Genetic Basis of Aging 

As people grow older, everyday physical and mental activities become more 

difficult due to changes in normal patterns of body cell replication and division that 

occur. Telomeres (“caps” that protect the ends of chromosomes) shorten each time a cell 

divides. Shortened telomeres are dysfunctional and resist DNA repair, so damage repair 

is difficult (Campisi, 2013). Chronic stress can also contribute to telomere loss 

(Damjanovic et al., 2007) as well as obesity and lifestyle choices such as smoking 

(Valdes et al., 2005), which can all contribute to a more rapid aging process. The 

shortening of telomeres can be combatted by telomerase, an enzyme that adds DNA 

sequences to the ends of telomeres and makes up for telomere loss that occurs with cell 

division. Recent research has shown that the addition of telomerase to cardiac cells can 

help to slow down the effects of aging on the heart, so as further research is done in this 

area, other organ systems could possibly benefit also from telomerase therapy (Nazari-

Shafti & Cooke, 2015). 

Another cellular phenomenon that occurs is senescence, which is when cells stop 

replicating due to stressors from genetic damage that occurs over time and persistent 

signals to begin cell division, specifically mitosis signals (Campisi, 2013). The human 
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body contains approximately 37.2 trillion cells, so it takes time for senescence to affect 

enough cells to cause significant aging-related issues such as thinning of the skin that 

increases the risk for skin tears and decreased immune system function (Bianconi et al., 

2013). Senescent cells can cause replication issues with other nearby cells but are not 

easily killed off by apoptosis (cell death), so their removal may be up to the immune 

system that is often weakened in older adults (Tchkonia, Zhu, Deursen, Campisi, & 

Kirkland, 2013).  

Senescent cells may also play a role in chronic inflammation in older populations 

due to their secretions of proinflammatory cytokines (Tchkonia, Zhu, Deursen, Campisi, 

& Kirkland, 2013), which are proteins that prompt an inflammatory immune system 

response. Normally, this immune response is helpful to rid the body of foreign invaders; 

however, when there are no pathogens present, the immune system may instead start to 

attack normal body cells as it becomes less efficient due to the process of 

immunosenescence where the immune system becomes less proficient over time 

(Michaud et al., 2013). This process can cause a myriad of issues in multiple body 

systems including muscle catabolism (breakdown), increased osteoclast activity that leads 

to bone breakdown, and a decline in cognitive abilities due to malfunctioning cells in the 

blood-brain barrier (Michaud et al., 2013). These changes can contribute to osteoporosis, 

difficulties with maintaining mobility, and chemicals being able to enter the brain more 

easily.  

Aging-Related Conditions 

Due to the changes occurring on the cellular level, the chance of developing a 

variety of health conditions increases with age. Osteoporosis can occur after persistent 
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stimulation of osteoclasts that cause bone breakdown and simultaneous inhibition of 

osteoblasts that cause minerals to be deposited in bone to strengthen it, which can occur 

due to proinflammatory cytokine secretion (Michaud et al., 2013). Cardiovascular system 

complications also develop over time as cardiac cells of the left ventricle in particular 

undergo hypertrophy, affecting the ability of the heart to effectively pump blood through 

the systemic circulation, and atherosclerosis may develop as the endothelial cells that 

make up the arteries become less resilient (Greco, Gorospe, & Martelli, 2015). A 

declining cardiovascular system can cause issues such as myocardial infarctions and 

strokes, which can cause cell death in the brain and heart as blood flow to those areas is 

impaired and may result in permanent disability. Sustaining a regular exercise routine can 

help reduce the amount of muscle and bone that weaken over time by stimulating growth 

of new cells and encouraging increased blood flow to brain cells, enabling the aging 

population to continue living independently for as long as possible. 

Cognitive abilities can also decline with age naturally and difficulties may 

become more prominent with age due to excess production of cytokines in the brain and 

issues with the protective blood-brain barrier that functions to prevent harmful chemicals 

from reaching brain cells, as described above (Michaud et al., 2013). Severe cognitive 

decline, which affects the ability to successfully carry out normal activities, may lead to a 

diagnosis of dementia, which affects memory and the ability to care for oneself. It also 

requires monitoring of care by family members and organizations such as nursing homes 

or assisted living facilities. It is important to note that dementia is not a normal part of the 

aging process. If there are only minor issues with memory and cognitive function, then it 

may indicate that someone has a mild cognitive impairment (MCI). With the help of 
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family members and writing thoughts down on paper, people with this condition can 

continue to live normal lives. This condition is present in 15-20% of the population over 

age 65 (Roberts & Knopman, 2013) and may indicate more severe memory problems 

later over a period of several years that could lead to an Alzheimer’s diagnosis.  

Symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease often start out with more forgetfulness about 

recently-learned information, depression, and apathy and then progress later to behavior 

changes, difficulty with making decisions, and difficulty with coordinating movements 

(Alzheimer’s Association, 2017a). Such symptoms usually become the most prevalent 

after age 65 when most diagnoses are made, but a diagnosis of early-onset Alzheimer’s 

disease may be made if symptoms become pervasive before age 65. This type of 

Alzheimer’s tends to run in families and appears to have a genetic component based on 

recent research with the APP, PSEN 1 and PSEN 2 genes that are present in 60-70% of 

people with early-onset Alzheimer’s (Mayo Clinic, 2017). Cellular changes in the brain, 

as explained later, may start to occur 20 years before symptoms of the disease start to 

occur and a definitive diagnosis can be made (Villemagne et al., 2013). Genetic testing is 

available for those who are concerned about their risk of Alzheimer’s based on family 

history and want to make arrangements in advance for their later years, but the presence 

of these genes does not necessarily indicate that someone will develop the disease. Those 

who know that they are more likely to develop Alzheimer’s are able to participate in drug 

trials that may help with symptom reduction or prevention.  

Alzheimer’s Disease: General Information & Statistics 

There are several different forms of dementia that are classified based on the 

physical abnormalities present that are causing the cognitive decline. These include 
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vascular dementia due to issues with the circulatory system, dementia with Lewy bodies 

where clumps of alpha-synuclein proteins form around neurons, and Alzheimer’s disease 

with beta-amyloid plaques, which is the most common form of dementia worldwide 

(Alzheimer’s Association, 2016). All of these types begin with problems in the brain as 

neuronal communication is inhibited by some physical barrier (plaques, tangles) and the 

neurons have more difficulties with functioning, leading to cell death. The problems 

appear physically as trouble with remembering, creating and understanding speech, and 

coordinating activities.   

Alzheimer’s disease is a chronic disease that affected nearly 34 million people 

worldwide in 2011 and is expected to increase to affect nearly 102 million by 2050 

(Barnes & Yaffe, 2011). It is characterized by a progressive loss of memory, impaired 

orientation to time and place, and a decreasing ability to care for oneself (Alzheimer’s 

Association, 2016). One of the neuropsychiatric symptoms is apathy, where people lack 

behavior and thoughts that are oriented toward achieving goals that are normally present 

in younger people, such as students and the working population unaffected by dementia 

(Hahn et al., 2013). Symptoms become progressively debilitating over time, so they may 

start out with misplacing keys or forgetting to pay a bill on time and progress to being 

unable to identify close family members and remember one’s own name. 

As of 2010, the population of people with dementia worldwide was estimated at 

35.6 million and that number is expected to triple to 115.4 million by 2050 (World Health 

Organization, 2012). The cost of formal and informal care for the population was 

estimated at roughly $604 billion in 2010, but that number will also certainly increase by 
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the year 2050 as the number of older people in need of healthcare specific to aging will 

increase (World Health Organization, 2012).  

Historical Discovery  

Alois Alzheimer (1864-1915) was a psychiatrist and neuropathologist working in 

Frankfurt, Germany, when he met a 51-year-old female patient named Auguste Deter. 

She was brought to a mental hospital in 1901 for erratic behavior that had intensified over 

the last few months before her admission, including delusions about her husband’s 

fidelity, difficulty sleeping at regular hours, and an increasing confusion regarding her 

own identity. Dr. Alzheimer decided on a diagnosis of presenile dementia, considering 

how young Deter was. Based on current criteria, her case would be considered early-

onset Alzheimer’s disease today. 

After her death four years later at the age of 55, he was able to do a brain biopsy 

and found the amyloid plaques and tau tangles that are now considered classic indicators 

of Alzheimer’s disease. These problems were obstructing communication between 

neurons, which was evidenced by her increasing difficulty with speech, goal-oriented 

behavior, and motor coordination towards the end of her life. Dr. Alzheimer had 

announced his findings at a German medical conference in 1906 but received little 

recognition from the conference attendees. Emil Kraepelin, who led the laboratory where 

Alzheimer had done much of his work, later published a book in 1910 in which he credits 

the condition as ‘Alzheimer’s disease’ based on Alzheimer’s extensive work (Yang, Kim, 

Lee, & Young, 2016). Figure 1 shows the amyloid plaques (the curly, tan clusters outside 

of the neurons) and the tau tangles (inside the neurons, causing the cloudy blue-colored 

appearance) that could be considered classic indicators of Alzheimer’s.  
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Figure 1. National Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health. (2017, November 

27). Beta-Amyloid Plaques and Tau in the Brain [Digital image]. Licensed under CC BY-

NC 2.0. Retrieved from NIH Image Gallery 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nihgov/38686503251/in/album-72157663368688842/ 

 

Cellular Basis 

Neuron deterioration is a principal contributor to the symptoms of Alzheimer’s. In 

the brain, beta-amyloid plaques that build up can inhibit communication between 

neurons, and tau proteins inside the neurons can build up and impair neuron function, 

forming tau tangles (Alzheimer’s Association, 2016). Both of these abnormalities can 

lead to death of brain cells as normal metabolism is interrupted and neurons are unable to 

communicate with each other, thus impairing memory, speech, and voluntary motor 

activities. Certain genes, such as the e4 allele and apolipoprotein E (ApoE) e3/e4 
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genotype, were found to correlate with an increased risk for developing Alzheimer’s 

disease and experiencing strokes (Fekih-Mrissa et al., 2014). The presence of specific 

genotypes does not mean that a person will develop the disease, nor does the lack of them 

mean that the person is immune, but the likelihood is higher for those who have them. 

As various areas of the brain are affected by plaques, neural communication 

becomes progressively difficult. Communication between the prefrontal cortex and the 

rest of the brain also becomes difficult when functioning of the corpus callosum (the 

connecting structure of white matter between the left and right hemispheres, which is 

composed of myelinated neurons) declines. The prefrontal cortex near the front of the 

brain plays a role in motivation, planning, and decision-making, so the deterioration of 

connecting structures could provide an explanation for the apathy and difficulty with 

decision-making experienced by people with Alzheimer’s (Hahn et al., 2013). The 

hippocampus and amygdala are internal structures that are both heavily involved in 

memory formation and the emotional connections with those memories, so as those areas 

become affected, the difficulty in forming new memories becomes increasingly apparent 

(Fich, Wallergård, Hansen, & Jönsson, 2017).  

Located at the posterior base of the brain is the cerebellum, which helps to 

coordinate motor movement and balance. When affected, falls can happen more easily 

and it becomes more difficult to perform tasks that require fine motor movement like 

writing. The brain stem, which connects the brain to the spinal cord, also controls vital 

life functions, such as breathing and the heartbeat; damage could contribute to the cause 

of death, though it is usually some other condition that is listed as the primary cause of 

death, such as pneumonia. The actual number of deaths related to Alzheimer’s is likely 
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much higher than what has been reported in the past due to other causes of death being 

indicated on death certificates (Alzheimer’s Association, 2017a). Based on these assigned 

functions in specific brain areas and the characteristics of a person affected by 

Alzheimer’s, it is possible to infer which areas of the brain are most affected by the 

plaques and tangles during different stages of the disease.   

How the Plaques Form 

 How and why the plaques form in the brain seems to be the real mystery behind 

Alzheimer’s and is a major focus of current research. One proposed model, as seen in 

Figure 2, shows how misfolded proteins in the brain formed from the native monomers 

(“mono” meaning one), which can then undergo conformational changes to change shape 

when there is a sufficient amount of monomers present. As shown at B, the misfolded 

monomers could become a different type of oligomer (group of a few monomers) that 

does not continue on the pathway to become a toxic fibril (in the shape of a fiber). The 

others who continue on the pathway group together to become prefibrillar oligomers and 

then line up as protofibrils (a pre-fiber state) before finally reaching the mature fibril 

state. In the mature fibril state, parts of the fibril could be broken off through 

fragmentation and go through the cycle again to become protofibrils and fibrils, 

increasing the amount of toxic fibrils present.  

This model implies that it only takes a few misfolded proteins in the beginning of 

the process to have a snowball effect on the number of mature fibrils that develop in the 

brain due to the repetitive cycling between the mature fibril stage, fibrillary oligomers, 

and the protofibrils. As these mature fibrils build up, they appear as the beta-amyloid 

plaques on the brain (Verma, Vats, & Taneja, 2015). When more is understood about 
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what causes the protein malfunctioning, then it would become easier to develop a 

treatment to work against that malformation process by stopping the progression, being 

able to reverse it, or even prevent it from happening in the first place.       

 

Figure 2. From “Toxic Species in amyloid disorders: Oligomers or mature fibrils,” by M. 

Verma, A. Vats, and V. Taneja, 2015, Annals of Indian Academy of Neurology, 18, pp. 

138-145. CC BY-NC-SA 3.0.  

Risk Factors for Alzheimer’s Disease 

There are a variety of risk factors that are currently being researched and can be 

implicated in the development of Alzheimer’s, including years of education (Beydoun et 

al., 2014), depression (Wilson et al., 2014), and little to no physical activity (Lee et al., 

2010). Some risk factors cannot be changed, such as genes and age, but the impact of 

several of these risk factors could be limited by making healthy lifestyle choices, such as 
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smoking cessation and continuing to learn throughout life. By enhancing neural function 

early on through learning and activity, the effects of normal aging can cause a slight 

decrease in the level of cognitive functioning but not to such an extreme that the ability to 

perform daily activities would be significantly impaired. For those who start with a lower 

level of neural functioning, normal cognitive decline can hinder those abilities. 

Norton, Matthews, Barnes, Yaffe, and Brayne (2014) found that for Alzheimer’s 

cases in the United States, Europe, and the United Kingdom, physical inactivity was the 

common factor present in the highest percentage of cases, which can be easily remedied 

by maintaining an active lifestyle or simply starting one. Exercise increases blood flow to 

the brain, enhancing the flow of nutrients and oxygen to neurons in the brain. According 

to the Alzheimer’s Association (2016), age is the risk factor with the greatest impact on 

the development of Alzheimer’s as the likelihood of developing the disease especially 

increases after age 75. Diagnosis before age 65 is less common and would result in a 

diagnosis of early-onset Alzheimer’s (Mayo Clinic, 2017). 

Prevention Measures for Alzheimer’s Disease 

There are no guaranteed methods for preventing Alzheimer’s disease, though 

some research studies have suggested that maintaining a healthy lifestyle may be able to 

help people delay the age of onset. Lifestyle choices, such as physical activity, cessation 

of smoking, and continued lifelong learning may reduce the likelihood of developing the 

disease or the number of years that someone has the disease (Alzheimer’s Association, 

2016). These activities encourage sustained blood flow to the brain and enhance neural 

connections to help decrease the severity of symptoms. There are medications available 

to manage the symptoms of the disease, such as sleep and behavioral disturbances, but 
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there currently is no cure. Goals of patient care include promoting independence during 

activities of daily living and maintaining a high quality of life for as long as possible 

(Alzheimer’s Association, 2016).  

Physical Activity in Preventing Hippocampal Degeneration 

Smith et al. (2014) examined the relationship between physical activity in older 

adults in the United States with a genetic predisposition to developing Alzheimer’s and 

degeneration of the hippocampus, which is the brain area associated with long-term 

memory consolidation. Participants over age 65 were placed into four groups, based on 

having a genetic predisposition or lack thereof and high/low physical activity levels. 

Those considered high-risk for Alzheimer’s had the apolipoprotein E-epsilon 4 allele and 

those who participated in high levels of physical activity were active at a moderate or 

intense level for at least three times per week. Based on MRI testing, results found that 

the average hippocampus size for the high risk/low physical activity group decreased by 

3% from baseline to the follow-up at 18 months while other groups showed no significant 

difference. These results imply that a lack of physical activity can contribute to a loss of 

hippocampus cells, further contributing to difficulties with memory.     

Diagnosis Process 

When problems with memory and daily functioning become severe, a physician 

can make an Alzheimer’s diagnosis by using results from a variety of tests to rule out 

problems from other health issues, such as side effects of a medication or a result from a 

head injury due to an accident. Some cognitive issues that appear to be symptoms of 

Alzheimer’s can be caused by other issues and if so, appropriate treatment for the other 

conditions may resolve those symptoms. To investigate the source of the problems, a 
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comprehensive health history is done, followed by tests such as blood tests or brain scans 

to check for abnormalities, and tests of memory and problem-solving (National Institute 

on Aging, n.d.). A blood test may reveal an abnormality like a vitamin deficiency or a 

blood infection based on the number of white blood cells present and a brain scan could 

indicate a tumor present in the brain in a certain area causing dementia-like symptoms, 

both of which would require a different course of treatment. Generally, less invasive 

procedures (such as memory tests) are done first and more invasive procedures are done 

later in the diagnosis process (such as brain scans). An autopsy after death is the only 

way to receive a definitive diagnosis. 

Memory tests may include asking the patient to remember a set of words for a few 

minutes and repeating the words back to the examiner later on. Another option is the 

clock drawing test, where the patient is asked to draw a specific time on a clock and the 

drawing can be scored based on how close it is to the specified time. Figure 3 

demonstrates the variety of different clocks that can result, depending on how advanced 

the disease is at the time of testing. A perfect score of 10 indicates that the clock was 

drawn with the correct time and all of the numbers in the correct place. As the scores 

decrease, the numbers on the clock may migrate to different places, there may be an 

incorrect amount of numbers drawn, and the hands that are normally present to indicate 

time may take a different shape or disappear completely. The two clocks shown in Figure 

3 in the top row (a) are those completed by someone with normal cognitive function, 

while middle row (b) was done by someone with Alzheimer’s disease and bottom row (c) 

is from someone with Parkinson’s disease that affected both memory and fine motor 

control. While someone with normal cognitive function may use the numbers twelve, 
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three, six, and nine to orient the other numbers on their drawn clock correctly, those with 

Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s may forget about that and numbers tend to shift. This simple 

test of drawing a well-known everyday object can show the magnitude of memory loss 

that occurs and how easily disorientation can happen when time becomes confusing 

(Seigerschmidt, Mösch, Siemen, Förstl, & Bickel, 2002).    

 

Figure 3. Reprinted by permission from RightsLink Permissions Springer Customer 

Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature. Machine Learning, 102(3), “Learning 

Classification Models of Cognitive Conditions from Subtle Behaviors in the Digital 

Clock Drawing Test,” 2015, by W. Souillard-Mandar, R. Davis, C. Rudin, R. Au, D.J. 

Libon, R. Swenson, C.C. Price, M. Lamar, D.L. Penney. Copyright 2015 by Springer 

Nature.  
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Based on the results from this variety of tests, a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s or 

another type of dementia such as vascular dementia or dementia with Lewy bodies may 

be made. Once patients have a diagnosis, they can make plans with their families for how 

they want to manage the disease and what type of care options they would like to pursue. 

They can also decide if they would like to take part in research for medications or 

working to determine possible genetic bases to help others in the future.  

Brain Imaging 

Several different types of scans exist for determining whether a particular person 

may have some brain abnormality affecting cognitive function. Before these technologies 

existed, an autopsy after the death of the person was the only way a physician could 

diagnose Alzheimer’s with certainty, as in the case of Alois Alzheimer and Auguste 

Deter. Now, scans can be used to detect brain abnormalities and indicate if brain 

abnormalities are present that could be causing dementia-like symptoms. Magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scans can be used to examine 

how the size and shape of brain structures can differ from normal parameters, such as 

larger ventricles or less gray matter. MRI scans work by patients lying in the cylindrical 

machines that are made of magnets and an electrical current is passed through it, along 

with radio waves produced from coils. Protons in the cells of the body respond to the 

waves by aligning with one another and coils near the imaging area detect the pattern, 

creating several images that can be interpreted to see abnormalities (Mayo Clinic, 2016). 

CT scans can be used to take x-ray pictures of “slices” of the body as it passes through 

the circular scanner. A CT scan can be used to see the softer tissues in the body and is 
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more powerful than a normal x-ray, which is normally used for examining harder tissue 

like bones (Mayo Clinic, 2015a).   

 

Figure 4. National Institutes of Health. (n.d.). PET scans showing differences between a 

healthy brain and another affected by Alzheimer’s disease [Online image]. Retrieved 

from https://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1134817-workup#c10 

 

PET Scans 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scans can be used to view activity in the 

brain based on areas of high energy or oxygen metabolism. Images like those shown in 

Figure 4 are created after a radionuclide is inserted via an IV and gives off positrons that 

are detected by a scanner that the patient goes through (Johns Hopkins University, 2017). 

The resulting images show areas of high and low activity and can be used to detect 
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differences in healthy and diseased brains. In Figure 4, the images show areas with red 

colors that indicate the areas with the most activity (followed by orange, yellow, etc.) and 

purple representing areas with the least activity. The healthy brain on the left shows quite 

a bit more color from the red area of the color spectrum, indicating high brain activity in 

those areas, while the brain with Alzheimer’s disease shows mostly purple and blue 

areas. The brain affected by Alzheimer’s is also smaller than the healthy brain, showing 

how the brain atrophies as neurons become affected by the beta-amyloid plaques on the 

outside and tau tangles on the inside, all of which affect the ability of the neurons to 

function and receive adequate oxygen and nutrients.  

Figure 5 shows an illustration of the magnitude of atrophy that brains may go 

through by the time a person is in the severe stage of Alzheimer’s. A reduction in the 

amount of white matter, located deep to the grey matter that characterizes the outside of 

the cerebrum, is apparent. In a normally-functioning brain, the lighter color of white 

matter is produced from the thick layer of smooth myelin. Since the purpose of myelin is 

to speed up nerve impulses as they travel down the axon towards other nerve cells 

(Fields, 2008), it is not surprising that a loss of myelinated white matter is correlated with 

the memory difficulties associated with Alzheimer’s. The lateral ventricle (cavity that is 

often filled with cerebrospinal fluid) in the center of the image is larger in the diseased 

brain as well as the sulci (indentations) located on the outer edges, creating a rough 

appearance rather than a smooth one. Below the lateral ventricle, the third ventricle can 

also be seen in the affected brain while it is hardly visible in the healthy one.     
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Figure 5. National Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health. (2016, January 25). 

Comparison of a healthy brain and a brain with severe Alzheimer’s Disease [Online 

image]. Licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0. Retrieved from NIH Image Gallery 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nihgov/24239522109/in/album-72157663368688842/    

 

Progression of Alzheimer’s 

Alzheimer’s can proceed through different stages (mild, moderate, severe) as the 

disease severity increases and the amount of time spent in each stage is different for each 
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individual person. A Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is common for older adults 

where they feel more forgetful but it does not significantly interfere with their everyday 

life and this can seem like a moderate stage of Alzheimer’s, so it is difficult to 

differentiate between the two. For the adult population over age 65 in the United States, 

15-20% of them are affected by an MCI (Roberts & Knopman, 2013). While some adults 

affected by MCI will go on to have Alzheimer’s, an MCI does not necessarily indicate 

that Alzheimer’s will be the end result. More research is needed to determine what the 

connection is between those with an MCI who do not develop Alzheimer’s and those who 

do.  

People may have brain changes going on for years before symptoms become 

apparent, so by the time a diagnosis is requested, people are often in a moderate or even a 

severe stage (especially if they live alone and immediate or extended family members do 

not notice the changes for quite some time). Villemagne and colleagues (2013) found that 

the beta-amyloid plaque formation can last for 20 or more years during a preclinical 

phase. This shows how important it is to develop a way of diagnosing Alzheimer’s early 

before symptoms appear, based on finding the plaques sooner so people can make plans 

for their end-of-life care and how they want decisions to be made for them when they no 

longer can make their own. The drawback to this earlier diagnosis is the possible mental 

stress placed on the person and the family by knowing that the person will have the 

disease and how it is just a matter of time before symptoms become apparent.    

Health Care for People with Alzheimer’s  

In 2010, the estimated cost of dementia around the world was $604 billion and 

took into account direct medical costs (such as medications and physician visits) and 
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estimated indirect costs from voluntary caregiving by family members, so the actual cost 

may have been higher (World Health Organization, 2012). Indirect costs may include 

unpaid hours of daily personal care provided by family, food and housing for the person, 

and transportation to and from doctor visits. Insurance does not always cover the full 

costs associated with the disease and people who lack the financial means often have to 

rely on their adult children or other family members to pay the difference out of pocket. 

Medications Available 

While there is currently no cure for Alzheimer’s disease, there are medications 

available on the market to be used to decrease the severity of two main categories of 

symptoms: cognition and behavior. Cognition refers to the processes of thinking, which 

can become more difficult to manage as the disease progresses. Behaviors can include a 

wide variety of actions, such as sleep disturbances and aggression, which become 

especially apparent during the later stages of the disease. There are two main categories 

of medications: ACE inhibitors, which interact with the circulatory system and are 

usually related to cognition, and neuroleptics, which help in reducing behavioral 

problems. The following section includes a summary chart (Table 1) for the generic and 

brand name medications sold according to the purpose, as well as more in-depth 

information on the mechanism of action of each medication and various forms in which it 

is sold. 
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Table 1  

Medications for Treating Alzheimer’s Disease Symptoms, Grouped by Function   

Cognition Enhancement 
Medications 

Behavioral Management 
Medications 

• Donepezil (Aricept Ⓡ, Aricept Ⓡ 
ODT, NamzaricⓇ with 
Memantine) 

• Rivastigmine (Exelon Ⓡ) 
• Galantamine (Razadyne Ⓡ, 

previously known as ReminylⓇ 
• Memantine (Namenda Ⓡ, 

Namenda XRⓇ, NamzaricⓇ when 
combined with donepezil) 

• Risperidone (Risperdal Ⓡ) 
• Haloperidol (HaldolⓇ) 
• Quetiapine (SeroquelⓇ, Seroquel 

XR Ⓡ) 

 

Donepezil 

Brand names: Aricept Ⓡ, Aricept Ⓡ ODT, NamzaricⓇ with memantine. Typically given 

in tablet form (Medline Plus, 2014a).  

As a cholinesterase inhibitor, donepezil works to prevent the rapid breakdown of 

neurotransmitters in the synapse (gap) between neurons (nerve cells). When nerve cells 

communicate with each other or with muscle cells, neurotransmitters are released as 

chemical molecules to transfer information and stimulate a specific response from the 

neighboring cell. A common neurotransmitter exchanged between nerve and muscle cells 

is acetylcholine. Acetylcholinesterase is an enzyme (many enzymes end in -ase) that is 

naturally designed to break down acetylcholine after it has been used, essentially cleaning 

up the roadway between cells. Cholinesterase inhibitors slow down such enzymes and 

allow neurotransmitters to stay in the synapse longer (Goodsell, 2004). This can be useful 

in cases like Alzheimer’s where neurons are deteriorating and may need more time or 

stimulation to respond appropriately to the given signal when acetylcholinesterase would 
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normally remove the neurotransmitter rather quickly (Wilkinson, Francis, Schwam, & 

Payne-Parrish, 2004).    

Rivastigmine  

Brand name: Exelon Ⓡ. Typically given as a transdermal patch placed on the skin, but 

also available as an oral solution or capsules (Medline Plus, 2016a) 

Rivastigmine is also a cholinesterase inhibitor, so it works in the same manner as 

donepezil. It can also be taken when prescribed for people who have Parkinson’s disease 

or Lewy body dementia, both of which have similar brain degenerative symptoms to 

Alzheimer’s. Parkinson’s disease is characterized physically by tremors, especially in the 

hands, and a shuffling walk that becomes progressively difficult (Mayo Clinic, 2015b). 

The brain of a person with Parkinson’s can also malfunction similar to that of a person 

with Lewy body dementia. Both types of brains are typically characterized by clumps of 

the protein alpha-synuclein inside neurons, disrupting normal communication and 

function. Depending on which areas of the brain are more severely affected, certain 

activities will be more difficult to perform, such as speech or motor coordination 

(National Institute on Aging, 2016). Taking rivastigmine can help to promote neural 

communication as the disease progresses by delaying acetylcholinesterase activity and 

allowing neurons more time to receive and process neurotransmitters.    

Galantamine 

Brand name: Razadyne Ⓡ, previously known as ReminylⓇ (Medline Plus, 2018) 

Galantamine is typically available as a liquid, tablet, or extended-release capsule 

that releases the medication over a longer period of time. It has a similar mechanism of 
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action to that of donepezil and rivastigmine and is used to enhance cognitive function, 

though its use can become less effective as Alzheimer’s becomes more advanced.   

Memantine  

Brand names: Namenda Ⓡ, Namenda XRⓇ, NamzaricⓇ (when combined with 

donepezil) (Medline Plus, 2016b) 

While donepezil, rivastigmine, and galantamine are intended for use in people 

with Alzheimer’s in early to moderate stages, memantine can be used for moderate to 

severe symptoms later on in the course of the disease. It is a partial N-Methyl-D-aspartate 

(NMDA) receptor antagonist, meaning it selectively blocks glutamate receptors to 

prevent excessive amounts of glutamate in neurons. While glutamate is an important and 

necessary neurotransmitter in the central nervous system (consisting of the brain and 

spinal cord), excessive levels of it in the extracellular fluid can be toxic to neurons and 

cause malfunctioning (Purves et al., 2001). By preventing excessive uptake of glutamate, 

memantine helps to prevent toxic levels in neurons. Because it is a partial antagonist, it 

does not consistently block receptors and prevent any passage of glutamate. Rather, it 

acts as a gatekeeper to monitor entry and prevent excessive levels which can be harmful 

to neuron function (Olivares et al., 2012).   

Neuroleptics  

Also referred to as antipsychotics, neuroleptics can be used to help treat 

behavioral symptoms of Alzheimer’s such as aggression and hallucinations/delusions. 

There are many medications that fall under this category, but a few of them that can be 

used to treat behavior issues in people with Alzheimer’s include risperidone, haloperidol, 

and quetiapine (Alzheimer’s Association, 2017b).  
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Risperidone 

Brand name: Risperdal Ⓡ (Medline Plus, 2015) 

As an atypical antipsychotic, risperidone has a lower likelihood of more severe 

side effects than earlier typical antipsychotic drugs when taken over a longer period of 

time (Meltzer, 2004). Such side effects include tardive dyskinesia, which involves 

repeated and unintentional movements like lip-smacking and finger twitching (Mayo 

Clinic, 2014). There are scales that can be used to monitor the progression of symptoms 

in patients who are suspected of having tardive dyskinesia (TD), such as the Abnormal 

Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS) where clinicians note different movements and 

their severity that they observe in a patient. After completing the scale, patients with 

scores that are indicative of TD may need to consider the benefits and risks of the use of 

their antipsychotic medications and consider changing medications if appropriate for their 

condition (National Alliance on Mental Illness, 2016). Risperidone works as a dopamine 

receptor antagonist, so it helps block dopamine receptors in the brain from being 

excessively overstimulated with dopamine. Depending on which area of the brain is 

overstimulated, excessive dopamine levels can contribute to different symptoms.  

Haloperidol  

Brand name: HaldolⓇ (Medline Plus, 2017) 

Haloperidol was first created in 1958 as a stronger medication than 

chlorpromazine that would treat hallucinations and delusions (Granger & Albu, 2005). As 

a conventional or typical antipsychotic, haloperidol is part of an older group of 

antipsychotics that has a higher likelihood of causing extrapyramidal symptoms when 

used over an extended period of time due to the increased effectiveness of blocking 
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dopamine in the basal ganglia. These extrapyramidal symptoms often refer to difficulties 

with fine motor movement, such as restlessness, tremors, and tardive dyskinesia (jerky 

and involuntary movements) that are similar to those experienced by people with 

Parkinson’s disease (Blair & Dauner, 1992). The use of these typical antipsychotics is 

now generally avoided when possible to increase quality of life for people.   

Quetiapine 

Brand names: SeroquelⓇ, Seroquel XR Ⓡ (Medline Plus, 2014b) 

Quetiapine is an atypical antipsychotic (unlike haloperidol), so it was developed 

more recently with fewer serious side effects. The goal of quetiapine is to improve 

cognition by improving the balances of serotonin and dopamine, which is why it can also 

be used in conditions such as schizophrenia where the normal thinking process can 

become clouded by hallucinations and delusions due to abnormal levels of serotonin and 

dopamine (National Alliance on Mental Illness, 2017).  

Current Drug Trials 

There are currently several drug trials in the United States and elsewhere that are 

aiming to help with the behavioral symptoms while decreasing harmful side effects. In 

2017, Lombardo, Ramaswamy, Friedhoff, and Asare determined that administering a 

daily 35-mg dose of intepirdine in addition to a normal donepezil dose regimen was more 

effective than a lower dose or placebo pill for maintaining higher levels of independence 

and activities of daily living in a group of 684 patients. This dose is now part of further 

trials to be used with people who have mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease as a way to 

minimize the decrease in independence that accompanies the progression of the disease. 

The results of these and other drug trials could help increase the effectiveness of current 
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medication treatments and make the progression of the disease easier for both patients 

and caregivers.    

Non-Pharmacologic Options 

There are several options beyond medications that may help to manage memory 

loss and behavior changes. Ledger and Baker (2007) examined the relationship between 

music therapy and behaviors using familiar music genres and found that participants with 

Alzheimer’s disease showed decreases in agitation levels for short periods of time 

following sessions, though the amount of change was not found to be significant over 

time after using multi-variate analysis of variance. Svansdottir and Snaedal (2006) used a 

Behavior Pathology in Alzheimer’s Disease Rating Scale (BEHAVE-AD) in a case-

control study in Iceland to determine that participants with Alzheimer’s disease in a 6-

week music therapy program had significantly reduced scores that rated behaviors such 

as anxiety and aggression. These effects were not present four weeks after the trial ended. 

Using music therapy techniques over an extended period of time could help to preserve 

any positive effects in either a formal or an informal care setting.  

Art therapy is another option that can be considered that involves people with 

Alzheimer’s disease using art to express their thoughts in a non-verbal way through 

drawing, painting, or any other medium. Hattori, Hattori, Hokao, Mizushima, and Mase 

(2011) conducted a controlled study with one group of people with mild Alzheimer’s 

disease receiving a weekly session of art therapy involving painting/coloring and one 

control group that used calculation drills instead for 12 weeks. Results showed that the art 

therapy participants had increases in quality of life ratings but there was not sufficient 

evidence that it significantly improved mental functioning of participants.  
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Reminiscence therapy can be useful by encouraging participants to remember 

their past experiences with the help of family members or familiar objects. Participants 

can document their stories and may discuss their memories with a larger group on a 

regular basis. Woods, Spector, Jones, Orrell, and Davies (2005) analyzed studies from 

databases using the search term reminisce and determined from four eligible studies that 

improvements in mood and cognitive function typically lasted from 4-6 weeks after 

treatment ended. As with music and art therapy, it can be difficult to quantify the results 

of reminiscence therapy to determine the effectiveness of the programs.   

Focusing on the Caregiver-Patient Relationship 

 There are other aspects of the disease beyond the biological basis and treatments 

that tend to be considered less frequently, including how patients are treated by their 

family members and the role that different cultural factors can play in making important 

caregiving decisions. The following sections examine these aspects with a shifting focus 

towards literature about the effects of the disease on the caregiver in cultures where 

religions like Islam play an important role, as in Morocco.  

Sources of Stress for Caregivers  

Providing care for loved ones is financially expensive and caregivers experience 

taxing stress in other areas of their daily lives, especially for those who already have 

spouses and children of their own but are called to care for an aging parent. Donaldson, 

Tarrier, and Burns (1998) examined the patient characteristics that tend to cause more 

significant perceptions of stress for caregivers and found that when patients with 

Alzheimer’s disease suffered from depression and disturbances in behavior, caregivers 

reported that they felt more stress and more of a burden in their duties than those who 
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cared for someone without those symptoms. These results are similar to those found by 

González-Salvador, Arango, Lyketsos, and Barba (1999) where a control group of 

caregivers who cared for someone who was chronically ill had lower levels of stress and 

psychological difficulties than those who were caring for someone with Alzheimer’s 

disease and the accompanying behavior disturbances. 

Anand, Dhikav, Sachdeva, and Mishra (2016) determined that caregivers of 

patients who had Alzheimer’s disease experienced more stress than those caring for 

someone with a mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and this was evidenced by a higher 

prevalence of heart disease in those caregivers compared to those who were caring for 

someone with a lower-stress condition, such as diabetes. This could be explained by the 

behavioral changes that are associated with cognitive impairments and may be difficult to 

manage, especially for those with limited or no formal training in healthcare. As the 

disease progresses, the patient has increasing difficulty with memory and daily activities, 

which increases the physical and emotional workload for the caregiver. Some symptoms 

that can cause significant caregiver stress include agitation/aggression, hallucinations, 

irritability, and rapid mood changes (Álvarez-Avellón, Arias-Carrión, & Menéndez, 

2015) as the symptoms can arise when caregivers feel they are doing the best they can but 

experience rejection of care from the family member.     

Characteristics of Resilient Caregivers  

 Caregiving can be a physically and emotionally taxing task, but there are some 

characteristics of more resilient caregivers that help them to avoid burnout more than 

others. Semiatin and O’Connor (2012) determined that self-efficacy, where an individual 

believes that they are capable of handling difficult situations, can help caregivers to 
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recognize positive aspects of caregiving more than other caregivers who doubt their 

abilities. Such positive aspects can include feeling useful, finding meaning, and feeling 

appreciated in their lives because of their role as a caregiver, rather than in spite of it. 

This beneficial sense of self-efficacy can be developed by performing yoga and 

meditation (Oman, Richards, Hedberg, & Thoresen, 2008), relaxation training to calm the 

mind and body (Fisher & Laschinger, 2001), and training focused on improving 

behavioral and cognitive skills (Mackenzie & Peragine, 2003). The meditation program 

used by Oman, Richards, Hedberg, and Thoresen (2008) used a series of eight meditation 

points, including factors such as inspirational reading, putting others first, and slowing 

down the body to reduce tension. Encouraging caregivers to do such activities can help 

reduce the stressors they encounter on a daily basis.     

Some studies have examined ways to reduce caregiver stress through education, 

such as that by Gonzalez, Polansky, Lippa, Gitlin, and Zauszniewski (2014) that provided 

resourcefulness training to Alzheimer’s caregivers and a sense of community by meeting 

with other caregivers weekly. The training included decision-making and coping 

strategies that could be used in everyday interactions with their family member. At the 

conclusion of the study, those who participated in the study had significantly increased 

levels of resourcefulness and preparedness and decreased levels of anxiety compared to 

the control group, as evidenced by their ability to understand the symptoms of their loved 

one and find resources in their community when they needed help. Other programs to 

help support caregivers could be beneficial as well to increase understanding of 

Alzheimer’s, awareness of where to go for help when they feel overwhelmed, and 

knowledge that they are not alone in their endeavors.  
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Religious Considerations 

Religion can be one factor that influences the decisions that a family will need to 

make in later years for family members and those decisions that a caregiver can make for 

another family member. In Islamic cultures, the elderly population is most often cared for 

by their adult children at home as a sign of respect towards their parents after their 

parents had cared for them as children years ago, regardless of the level of stress imposed 

(Borgers, 2014). Working in a nursing home is then looked down upon as employees 

there are enabling other families to neglect their duties toward their aging family 

member. Females who want to go into healthcare as nurses face criticism by working in 

close proximity with male coworkers and completing intimate job duties with male 

patients because the Quran discourages physical contact for females with males who are 

not their spouses (Borgers, 2014). As a whole, the geriatric nursing profession is held in 

lower esteem than other acute specialties. These beliefs may limit the availability of elder 

care and caregivers outside of the family in areas like Morocco for those families who 

may want to seek that care for their loved ones, limiting their options for outside 

assistance. In this way, the main religion of Morocco can affect the healthcare system 

structure, which influences the options that family caregivers have to choose from.  

Quran Verses About Parents  

There are several verses throughout the Quran that instruct children to respect and 

care for their parents, which may influence their decision to care for their aging parents 

with dementia or Alzheimer’s disease, regardless of the physical or mental burden placed 

on them by doing so. “...And do good unto [thy] parents. Should one of them, or both, 

attain to old age in thy care, never say "Ugh" to them or scold them, but [always] speak 
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unto them with reverent speech, and spread over them humbly the wings of thy 

tenderness, and say: "O my Sustainer! Bestow Thy grace upon them, even as they 

cherished and reared me when I was a child!" (Quran 17:23-24, translated by M. Asad). 

This is very similar to the fourth of the Ten Commandments in Christianity about 

respecting parents, as read in Exodus. “Honour thy father and thy mother: that thy days 

may be long upon the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee.” (Exodus 20:12, The 

King James Version). 

Another verse from the Quran speaks about doing good for others besides oneself, 

including parents: “AND LO! We accepted this solemn pledge from [you,] ' the children 

of Israel: "You shall worship none but God; and you shall do good unto your parents and 

kinsfolk, and the orphans, and the poor; and you shall speak unto all people in a kindly 

way; and you shall be constant in prayer; and you shall spend in charity.” (Quran 2:83, 

translated by M. Asad). There are five pillars of Islam that followers are expected to 

perform, which are included here in the Arabic form with a description. Salah refers to 

praying five times daily, as explained further in a later section. Siyam refers to all-day 

fasting that occurs during the month of Ramadan each year. Generosity is important, as 

seen by Az-zakat (charity) through giving to those who are less fortunate. Al-Shahadatan 

refers to acknowledging that there is only one God and Mohammed, who is His 

messenger on Earth. Finally, Al-Hajj refers to the grand pilgrimage to the holy city of 

Mecca that everyone should make at least one time in their life (Abuznaid, 2006).  

The Islamic faith also impacts how family members may make healthcare 

decisions regarding life-sustaining treatment and end-of-life care, which can affect the 

choices family members make when someone with Alzheimer’s is nearing the end of 
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their life. The results of a study by de Graaff, Mistiaen, Devillé, and Francke (2012) done 

on the healthcare preferences for Turkish and Moroccan families with terminally ill 

family members found that life-prolonging treatments are preferred by family members, 

who are very influential and often insistent in healthcare decisions as a way of 

demonstrating their dedication to the family member. Illness can be seen as a test from 

Allah, so choosing life-sustaining treatment is a way of demonstrating belief in the power 

of Allah. In a similar way, caregivers for family members with Alzheimer’s disease may 

be reluctant to allow family members to pass away when they reach the end of their lives 

and instead wish to treat their loved ones with medications or other interventions for as 

long as possible.  

Mental Health Considerations  

Patients who are Muslim may be reluctant to seek medical treatment for 

psychological issues, due to attributing abnormal thoughts to the work of evil spirits 

instead of a biological issue and the social stigma present for families who suffer from 

symptoms of mental illness. Forgetting new memories frequently and abnormal behaviors 

over the course of Alzheimer’s disease could be interpreted as a sign of a psychological 

issue, influencing decisions of whether or not a potential patient wants to seek treatment. 

While a physical illness is a way for Allah to bring people closer to Him, mental illness 

can instead be seen as a punishment and a family may feel shamed for revealing deeply 

personal problems by seeking out a mental health professional (Ciftci, Jones, & Corrigan, 

2013).  

Because of this stigma and the importance of maintaining the good image of 

families, health treatment may be sought only when symptoms have reached a point that 
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the family members perceive that they can no longer handle the symptoms of 

Alzheimer’s on their own. At that point, symptoms may be severe and the treatment 

options to slow down the debilitating effects of the disease may have a limited impact as 

the disease has already progressed. Education in Islamic cultures about the nature of 

Alzheimer’s disease could be helpful in reducing the stigma associated with symptoms, 

but it is important to acknowledge that Western medicine and Islamic beliefs differ and 

the issue would need to be addressed in a culturally appropriate way. 

Physical and Cognitive Benefits of Salah 

Salah (in Arabic) refers to the five prayers per day that those who practice Islam 

perform at specified times during the day between dawn and midnight when the call to 

prayer sounds from the mosques. A set series of movements and recitations is performed, 

requiring concentration and effort (Abuznaid, 2006). Each year, there is a holy month of 

Ramadan where people who are Muslim do not eat or drink from sunrise to sunset and a 

greater emphasis is placed on the value of prayers during this time. This practice is 

especially common in Morocco, where many restaurants and shops close during periods 

of prayer or throughout the day. A study found that men over age 50 who performed 

salah for one year had significantly lower fasting plasma glucose (blood sugar), lower 

triglyceride levels in the blood, and performed better on mini-cog tests (used to 

differentiate different types of dementia) than men who did not. The mini-cog test 

consisted of word recall and clock drawing, which measured memory strength in verbal 

and quantitative areas. These results may indicate the physical benefits of the activity 

involved in prayers and the cognitive benefits of repeated memorization (Shaafi & 

Kulkarni, 2012). More research in this area could help provide information on the 
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potential benefits of continued exercise and memorization that could help delay the onset 

of Alzheimer’s symptoms and slow the progression of the disease.  

Elder Care by Region  

 The models of caregiving can differ drastically between continents based on a 

variety of factors, including cultural values and the present financial infrastructure that is 

in place to provide for the aging population. For instance, families located in Japan tend 

to care for aging family members at home, which is related to the cultural importance of 

family. This is connected to the unique challenges that the country is experiencing as the 

population ages as a whole, creating an increasingly heavy burden on the social insurance 

system (Nakane & Farevaag, 2004). Mendez-Luck, Kennedy, and Wallace (2009) studied 

female caregivers in Mexico and found that watching out for their elders by helping with 

their daily care was common and that considering the emotional wellbeing of older adults 

was very important, such as by assuring them that they are not considered a burden.  

Other locations are less focused on care provided primarily by family members. 

In the United States, roughly three million older adults are living in nursing homes where 

it is less common for family members to provide direct care to family members compared 

to other geographic regions (Shier, Khodyakov, Cohen, Zimmerman, & Saliba, 2014). 

Older adults in Sweden used to be cared for in home-like facilities financed by the public. 

This has changed in the last decade as private care providers that do home visits and 

provide other services have become more common (Montin, 2014). All of these different 

systems in place reflect the wide variety of options that are available in different regions, 

and yet the way each older adult and their family approaches the idea of care is very 

individualized based on their own financial situation and personal values. 
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Research Questions 

Based on this information about the biological basis of Alzheimer’s disease, 

factors that may affect the decisions of a family regarding care for a loved one affected 

by the disease, and the complex relationships between family members in caregiving 

roles, the purpose of this research project was to obtain information on personal 

perspectives of Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco. This was made possible by considering 

different viewpoints of the disease, such as medical, organizational, and personal from a 

caregiving perspective. The main research questions were about the type of support 

resources available to family caregivers of people with Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco 

and determining the main concerns of caregivers for people with Alzheimer’s disease in 

Morocco.  
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Chapter 2. Methodology 
Research Design Rationale 

In order to obtain information from a variety of sources, within-method 

triangulation was used, referring to using multiple methods of data collection (Thurmond, 

2001). These methods include library research done in-country with the assistance of the 

librarians at the Université Internationale de Rabat, a site visit to L’Centre d’accueil de 

jour des malades d’Alzheimer (Alzheimer’s Disease Day Center) in Rabat, and three 

semi-structured interviews done with participants from medical, organizational, and 

personal perspectives. Using the triangulation approach allowed for a more 

comprehensive summary of information that combines subjective information from the 

interviews and site visit with more objective information from published literature 

specific to Morocco. Information from the library research and site visit also helped to 

supplement the limited information gained from only three interview participants.  

In-Country Library Research 

Information on the current state of Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco, predictions 

for the impact of the disease in the general Mediterranean area, and the basic healthcare 

system in Morocco was provided by documents from librarians at the Université 

Internationale de Rabat. There were a limited number of research articles found in 

databases in the U.S. prior to departure to Morocco because many articles are written in 

French or Arabic, which are two of the major languages spoken there. For finding 

locations and the missions of specific educational and outreach centers located in 

Morocco, search terms were used online in English and French such as Alzheimer’s 

center Morocco, Alzheimer’s center Rabat, Alzheimer’s Association Morocco, and centre 

d’Alzheimer Maroc among others. 
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Site Visit to L’Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer 

This new center that is focused on educating families about Alzheimer’s disease 

was established just prior to the trip to Morocco. The address of the center was located 

online with assistance from a graduate student mentor at the Université Internationale de 

Rabat, which was accessed by taxi and further directions given by an employee of a 

nearby police station on the day of the visit.     

Sample Population for Interviews 

Three individuals agreed to take part in the study out of 10 individuals and 

organizations that were contacted during the participant recruitment process by contact 

information (phone numbers and email addresses) found online for Alzheimer’s support 

organizations, participant referrals, or faculty contacts at the Université Internationale de 

Rabat. All participants spoke English to facilitate communication between the 

interviewer and the interviewees. This group consisted of a neurologist who specializes in 

the diagnosis and care of patients with Alzheimer’s disease, a member of the 

administration of an Alzheimer’s support organization, and an individual involved in the 

care of a family member with the disease. By interviewing people from these groups, 

information was obtained from the medical, administrative, and personal aspects of the 

disease to obtain a more comprehensive picture from different perspectives. 

Conducting Interviews 

Electronic consent was received from participants through email before questions 

were asked. One interview was completed in person over a 45-minute period of time and 

the remaining interviews were conducted over email due to location and availability 

limitations. By completing interviews from three different perspectives, common patterns 
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of thought were able to be noted if they existed in their responses. During each interview, 

notes were either taken about participants’ answers and typed into a Word document or 

responses were recorded through email. Once the interviews were completed, common 

themes were noted that were found in at least two participants’ answers, which were 

identified using codes that describe the subject of the theme (such as public knowledge, 

governmental assistance, etc.). If ideas were found in less than two interviews but seem 

noteworthy, then this information is included in the Key Findings subsection of the 

results chapter. 

Using their responses to the questions, inductive thematic analysis (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006) was used to analyze common themes that appeared from the structured 

questions that were asked and any new follow-up questions that were created in response. 

This ensured that the themes that were detected were closely related to the interviewees’ 

responses and represent the thoughts of the participants, due to the ‘bottom up’ design 

(Patton, 1990) of using answers to generate ideas of broader themes. These codes/themes 

are then discussed and their implications for the healthcare system, especially as they 

relate to Alzheimer’s disease care. This method should prevent preconceptions on the 

part of the interviewer that may have come up before the interviews through researching 

the topic or through the interviewer’s own experience in the elder care system in the 

United States.  

Interview Questions 

The following questions cover the main subjects that were being investigated. A 

series of approximately 10 open-ended questions were asked in a semi-structured 

interview setting, either in person or through email, to allow respondents to expand on 
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their answers and to permit follow-up questions as needed for clarification or to add more 

information. Based on the role of the participant, some questions were modified or 

omitted to protect confidentiality (e.g. questions about medication use were not used in 

the interview with the family member caring for a relative with Alzheimer’s, but they 

were used in the interview with the neurologist who works with people with Alzheimer’s 

because they asked about trends in use overall). Questions that were modified or omitted 

are denoted by an asterisk * in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Sample Questions Asked in Semi-Structured Interviews  

Number Question 

1 
Have you seen any changes with the government or legislation in recent 
years about Alzheimer’s funding or research? * 

2 Have you had any experience in your family with Alzheimer’s? 

3 
Are other health conditions considered more urgent right now than 
Alzheimer’s? If so, what are they?  

4 Are there any local beliefs about Alzheimer’s (why it happens, etc.)? * 
5 What options are there for outside help for families and patients? 

6 
Do patients often come back to the physician for follow-up care after 
receiving a diagnosis? * 

7 What are some of the main challenges families face in caring for a relative? 

8 
Are you aware of any drug trials happening in Morocco right now for the 
disease?* 

9 Does the government provide any financial support programs for families?*  
10 What medications are often used by families? * 
11 How do patients’ needs change as the disease progresses? 

 
*Questions followed by an asterisk (*) were either modified or omitted to protect 
participant confidentiality for sensitive topics.  
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Chapter 3. Results 
 
Internet Research 

The following section includes information obtained through in-country library 

research with resources provided by the librarians at the Université Internationale de 

Rabat. Information here includes recent data on the state of Alzheimer’s disease in the 

Mediterranean area, an overview of the healthcare system and health insurance options, 

and the availability of long-term care in Morocco. These sections are followed by data 

found online for four support centers that help with education and support for family 

members of someone who has Alzheimer’s disease.     

Current Alzheimer’s Statistics in Morocco 

In 2015, there were an estimated 119,000 people living with Alzheimer’s in 

Morocco and that number is expected to nearly quadruple to 460,000 people by the year 

2050 (Monegasque Association for Research on Alzheimer’s Disease, 2016).  An exact 

number of cases is challenging to find due to the possibility of more undiagnosed cases 

that are unreported, especially those of patients living in rural areas that do not have easy 

access to a neurologist or some other physician who is able to give a definitive diagnosis. 

This estimate is considerably lower than some other countries in the Mediterranean area, 

such as Italy that is expected to increase from 1,241,000 people to 2,272,000 in the same 

time frame. This report also describes how Morocco is one of ten countries in the 

Mediterranean area that does not have a specific plan in place to manage the increase in 

the number of people with Alzheimer’s, neither from a healthcare standpoint nor a 

governmental one. This is also the case with other countries including Spain, Turkey, 

Egypt, and Libya (Monegasque Association for Research on Alzheimer’s Disease, 2016). 
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The disease is not considered a major national health priority in these areas, and this 

belief corresponds to the responses obtained through the interviews that were conducted.    

Alzheimer’s Awareness in the Mediterranean 

Starting in 1994, September 21st was named World Alzheimer’s Day and the 

entire month of September is known as World Alzheimer’s month. The tradition was 

started by Alzheimer’s Disease International (ADI) to increase awareness of dementia 

and its detrimental effects around the world for governments and policymakers. ADI 

creates materials for distribution to spread awareness of the disease and encourages other 

organizations to host events to recognize caregivers and all the work that they do 

(Alzheimer’s Disease International, n.d.). In Monaco, a march of solidarity takes place 

under L’Association Monégasque pour la recherche sur la maladie d’Alzheimer (The 

Monegasque Association for Research on Alzheimer’s Disease, or AMPA) to promote 

daily activity in prevention of the disease (L’Association Monégasque pour la recherche 

sur la maladie d’Alzheimer, 2015) and an awareness campaign takes place in the city of 

Casablanca in Morocco to increase awareness under AMAMA (l’Association Marocaine 

Alzheimer Maladies Apparentées, or Moroccan Association of Alzheimer’s-Related 

Diseases) for the general public (Morocco World News, 2015).   

Health Insurance Systems 

The Ministry of Health in Morocco receives funding from the government and 

provides health services to the general public. Health insurance is neither mandatory nor 

common and there is quite a bit of variety in how different insurance plans are designed. 

Sixteen percent of Moroccans had health insurance as of 2004, most of whom were 

government workers in the CNOPS (Caisse Nationale des Organismes des Prevoyance 
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Sociale in French or National Fund of the Social Security Organisms in English) or had 

employer-provided insurance (World Health Organization, 2006). For this plan, up to 

100% of major medical expenses (such as surgeries) are covered and typically 50% of 

minor expenses for general primary care. Private insurance companies tend to reimburse 

the majority of minor expenses and little (if any) of the expenses for major medical 

procedures (World Health Organization, 2006).  

These plan designs may appear to be unjustly structured by discriminating against 

major and minor illnesses when determining reimbursement, yet the majority of 

Moroccans are not covered by any insurance and are left to pay out of pocket. This cost 

consideration can limit the quality of care that is received, as public hospitals can be more 

affordable but with a lower quality of care compared to more expensive private 

organizations. Low-income patients can receive a certificat d’indigence (certificate of 

indigence, indicating extreme poverty) that would enable them to receive free care at 

public hospitals, though it is one more barrier they need to go through to get the care they 

need (Ruger & Kress, 2007). Age is another factor that can create barriers, as there is a 

system in place for social security (Caisse Nationale de Securité Social, or CNSS) but 

health insurance is not one of its provisions (Ruger & Kress, 2007).    

In recent years, the Moroccan government has started some initiatives to improve 

healthcare coverage and access to care across all socioeconomic levels. In 2005 in 

particular, there were two reforms passed: l’Assurance Maladie Obligatoire (AMO, or 

Mandatory Health Insurance) and Regime d’Assistance Medicale (RAMED, or Medical 

Assistance Plan). AMO was designed to increase the percentage of those receiving health 

insurance from 16% to 30% (which brings the total number of people covered to about 10 
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million) and the purpose of RAMED was to increase care coverage to those in lower 

socioeconomic levels. During the design process, it was decided that AMO would cover 

medications, ambulatory care, and hospitalizations with 70% reimbursement for private 

organizations and 90% for public ones. RAMED changes would allow free health 

insurance access to those with a household income of under 300 Moroccan dirhams 

(MAD) per month, who would receive the carte d’indigence and those earning up to 600 

MAD per month would use a sliding scale to pay accordingly for insurance.  

This new system was designed to make the regulations clearer about how the 

poorest poor would be cared for and the corresponding costs that would be paid by those 

who are able to afford it (Ruger & Kress, 2007). Some of the resulting changes could 

include an increased demand for more healthcare providers to keep up with the influx of 

newly-covered patients, a need to reassess the national budget to accommodate the 

increased financial burden of more patients and the costs incurred by those using the 

carte d’indigence under RAMED in particular, and a possible increase in patient traffic at 

the public facilities due to the higher reimbursement percentages for public versus private 

facilities, though more patients chose private in the past due to a higher quality of care.       

Medical Education System 

There are several schools of medicine in Morocco that often train physicians and 

pharmacists together, including the Faculté de médecine et de pharmacie de Rabat, de 

Casablanca, de Fès, and de Marrakech with at least ten other schools also educating 

other professionals such as nurses and paramedics (World Health Organization, 2006). 

Some recent educational developments include plans that started in 2013 to establish an 

English-speaking medical school in Rabat, the New Westminster Medical College 
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(Morocco World News, 2013). In 2015, medical students protested in Rabat over 

proposed legislation that would require students to spend their first two years after 

becoming physicians in rural areas providing services to those with limited access to 

healthcare. The government conceded, allowing students to freely choose where to look 

for employment after graduation, though the imbalance of physicians in rural and urban 

areas still remains a healthcare concern (Alami & Lancaster, 2015).   

Moroccan Healthcare System 

 There are two main categories of healthcare in the Moroccan system: public and 

private. The public services are often run by organizations such as the Ministry of Health 

(commonly known as Ministère de la Santé, as French is the language of business) that 

look to provide care to the public in all areas, increasing the quality of general care for all 

through programs such as vaccinations and birthing centers. In comparison, the private 

sector is more involved with specialty care for specific illnesses and is primarily 

composed of individual physician groups, dialysis centers for those who have kidney 

conditions, and specialty hospitals for treating diseases that affect specific body systems 

such as neurology (Semlali, 2010).  

 Quality between the two systems can be considered a challenge because the 

private organizations often have well-trained specialists who see a smaller percentage of 

the population, while public workers often see greater numbers of patients with fewer 

specialists who have knowledge of specific diseases. Costs are often higher for private 

care and it can be more difficult to access specialty centers that are often located in major 

cities, rather than rural areas. It is especially difficult to access medical care for rural 

families who may need to use public transportation because they do not have a personal 
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vehicle or they may need to walk, which is difficult to do with an ailing family member. 

This can create a social divide between those who have the financial resources to obtain 

good medical care and those who cannot afford it.  

There are some interesting numbers that demonstrate this phenomenon of the 

divide between urban and rural areas of care. For example, the ratio of inhabitants to the 

number of hospital beds is 600:1 in the urban area around the capital in Rabat-Salé-

Zemour-Zalër (a collection of cities often referred to as one group due to the close 

proximity) but in the rural area of Oued Eddahab-Lagouira in the southern region, that 

ratio more than triples to 2000:1 (Semlali, 2010). This difference shows how urban areas 

are better equipped to handle health problems without potential problems like severe 

overcrowding due to limited space.  

Another statistic is that the number of doctors per inhabitant x 10,000 in Rabat-

Salé-Zemmour-Zaër (a community including citizens of these four cities) is roughly 11 

doctors per 10,000 inhabitants while the ratio in Oued Eddahab-Lagouira is down to only 

4 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants, meaning that there is nearly one-third as many doctors 

in the southern region available to treat patients (Semlali, 2010). To compare these 

numbers with a different region of the world between 2002-2006, France had 34 doctors 

per 10,000 inhabitants and the United States had 26:10,000 compared to Morocco’s 

average of 5:10,000 (Semlali, 2010). This lower ratio of doctors could lead to larger 

numbers of undiagnosed diseases and poorly managed diseases due to decreased 

physician availability and over time, it could contribute to burnout from each doctor 

having such a large number of patients to accommodate.   
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Long-Term Care in Morocco 

 There was little information found on the structure of a long-term care system in 

Morocco. There are few, if any, hospitals and care centers that are designed solely to care 

for an aging population. Some long-term conditions or particularly expensive ones are 

supported by l’Assurance Maladie Obligatoire (AMO), but there is little legislation 

dedicated to conditions like Alzheimer’s that affect the older populations (Semlali, 2010). 

Support Centers in Major Cities  

The internet was also used to find a variety of locations throughout the country 

that exist to serve the needs of families affected by Alzheimer’s and those with aging 

family members in general. The following section contains information about four major 

centers found, including names (as they are known in French in Morocco with English 

translations), contact information if available, general location in the country, and the 

purpose of the services provided.   

 

Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer (Alzheimer’s Disease Day Center) 

Location: Near Hay Nahda 2 in Rabat (the capital city) 

On May 28th, 2017, a new center was inaugurated by King Mohammed VI in the 

Ennahda district of Rabat to serve as a day care center for people with Alzheimer’s in 

early and middle stages of the disease. Through the support of l’Association Maroc-

Alzheimer (the Morocco Alzheimer’s Association) and the Ministry of Health of 

Morocco, the center is one of the first of its kind in the area and if successful, can be used 

as a model for creating future centers around the country where access to resources is 

limited. Plans for Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer had been in 
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progress for nearly a year prior to the inauguration and, at the time of this study, was not 

yet running at full capacity. The center is designed for use by a total of 100 persons, 

including patients and their family members who serve as caregivers, and the services of 

the center were being used by nearly 20 persons as of June 2017. For people who have 

Alzheimer’s, the center will serve as a place where they can spend the day participating 

in cognitively-stimulating activities and allow their caregivers to be temporarily relieved 

of their responsibilities. Family caregivers will also be able to receive training about how 

to provide care and education about the disease as symptoms change during its 

progression (Medias24, 2017).   

Le Centre social pour personnes agees (The Social Center for Seniors)  

Located just a few blocks away from Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades 

d’Alzheimer is Le Centre social pour personnes agees, which serves as a support center 

for the elderly who don’t have a family support network in the neighborhoods 

surrounding the capital area of Rabat-Salé-Zemmour-Zaërs. Within the center, there are 

40 long-term beds available for elderly people who are homeless and 10 short-term beds. 

During a stay there, residents can make use of a variety of medical, ambulatory, and 

pharmacy services. The center has been functioning since 2008 when it opened, 

according to the Fondation Mohammed V Pour La Solidarité (2011), or the Mohammed 

V Foundation for Solidarity, that was named for the grandfather of the current King 

Mohammed VI.  

Le Centre Pilote Alzheimer d'Essaouira  

On April 4th, 2015, Le Centre Pilote Alzheimer d'Essaouira (The Alzheimer Pilot 

Center of Essaouira) opened under the direction of l'Association Sud Maroc Alzheimer 
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(The South Morocco Alzheimer Association) to serve patients and families who live in 

the port area on the Atlantic coast. The five main goals of the center are centered around 

identifying memory problems earlier on, increasing research on the disease, training 

families on how to care for family members with the disease, allowing patients to come 

for the day and relieve families, and promoting the well-being of patients (L’Association 

Monégasque pour la recherche sur la maladie d’Alzheimer, 2015).  

L’Association Espoir Maroc Alzheimer (The Morocco Alzheimer Hope Association) 

Phone: 0666130859/0671328371 

Web: http://alzheimer-maroc.net/  

This national non-profit organization was started in 2011 in Marrakech, a popular 

city for European tourists on holidays, and is headed by a 25-member board of directors 

but also includes healthcare professionals specializing in neurology as well as volunteers. 

Many of the objectives are similar to other organizations, including support of family 

members, increasing awareness of the disease for government officials, and collaborating 

with other national and international organizations that manage Alzheimer’s. As the 

fourth-largest city in Morocco, the organization can provide support to patients and 

families living in the western part of the country on the coast of the Atlantic Ocean. In the 

past, the organization helped organize meetings of “Alzheimer and Mediterranean” as it 

did recently in 2013.   

Site Visit to Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer 

A visit to Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer was made 

possible through the connections made by Wiame Idrissi Alami, an in-country research 

advisor and a graduate student at the University in Rabat, and by employees at the 
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Moroccan police station at the Préfecture Hay Nahda 2 (a police station/legal center) 

where a stop was made for directions on the way. At the time of the visit, the site only 

had two staff members present who were setting up office supplies. Because the center 

had only been open for a few weeks, there was little activity involving clients and there 

was not a well-established schedule for visits from patients and caregivers yet. Through 

an English-speaking acquaintance of the employees, it was communicated that it would 

be possible to return on a different day to observe the activities of the center. Upon 

arrival on the specified day, the center was closed for the Eid al-Fitr holiday that 

happened after the month of fasting during Ramadan ended. Little useful information was 

gained from this visit beyond more information about the purpose of the center that was 

still a work in progress at the time.   

Interview Results  

This section presents the codes created from the participant answers in the 

interviews, themes created from those codes, and other noteworthy information gained 

from the interviews. Participant names and other identifying information are not included 

here to protect confidentiality. Figure 7 depicts four major categories (codes) of common 

interview responses and the corresponding themes that branch off of the codes. These 

themes represent common ideas that were present in the responses of the interviewees. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the themes that appeared in at least two out of the three 

participants interviewed, indicating that the theme is a concern for at least two 

perspectives of the disease (medical, administrative, and/or personal).  
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Figure 6. Mind map depicting the four major categories (codes) of common interview 

responses and the corresponding themes that branch off of each code. Themes presented 

are major ideas that existed in the interview responses.  
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Figure 7. Three themes that occurred in at least two out of three of the responses of 

interview participants, representing the most common themes in the interview process.   
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tests are completed, the neurologist generally has a meeting with the patient and family to 

discuss the results, diagnosis, and future steps to be taken. This diagnosis process is very 

similar to the diagnosis process in the United States with the exception of using different 

languages for different stages of the mental functioning exam, as English is generally the 

standard language of healthcare in the United States.  

Medication Availability 

Medication availability in Morocco is a bit different from other regions of the 

world. There are two main classes of medications available for management of 

Alzheimer’s symptoms: ACE inhibitors (primarily for physical symptoms) and NMDA 

receptor antagonists (primarily for mental symptoms). From the ACE inhibitor group, 

donepezil is available in a tablet form, rivastigmine is available as patches (no pills are 

available in Morocco), and galantamine is not available in any form. From the NMDA 

receptor antagonists, memantine is commonly recommended but is not available in 

Morocco. For medications not sold within the country, patients and their families can ask 

their relatives abroad to purchase them elsewhere and mail them in to Morocco. Table 3 

summarizes the information on the availability of these medications in the country gained 

through the medical perspective interview and the Monegasque Association for Research 

on Alzheimer’s Disease (2016). 

Table 3  

Medication Availability in Morocco 

Medication Class Medication Name Availability: Yes Availability: No 
Cognition 

Enhancement 
Donepezil Tablet  
Rivastigmine Patches Tablets 
Galantamine  All Forms 

Behavioral 
Management 

Memantine  All Forms 
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Chapter 4. Discussion 
 
Limitations to Design of the Study   

The research design could have been strengthened by recruiting more participants 

(preferably 10 or more) from all three categories of medical, organizational, and personal 

interviewees to obtain more perspectives about the current state of care that could differ 

from the few that were part of the study. Having a bilingual or trilingual interviewer who 

spoke both Arabic and French would also have been beneficial to help facilitate 

communication and recruit more participants by removing the language barrier presented 

by an interviewer who only spoke English fluently. This could have helped with 

explaining the purpose of the study to increase interest in study participation by 

emphasizing the importance of collecting data for the project and in referring more 

people they knew who were eligible to take part in the study.  

However, because the intent of the study was to find personal perspectives of the 

disease rather than a general consensus of a larger group, the results are still valid for the 

purposes of this project. The study design permitted collection of data in a way that 

provided an in-depth look at the perspectives of a few people, rather than a limited view 

of the perspectives of many people. These limitations could be avoided in future studies 

of this nature by including at least 10 participants for each category and either having 

interview questions already translated to French/Arabic or having an interviewer who 

speaks both languages in addition to English to assist in asking and clarifying questions.      

Other limitations could be presented by biases of the researcher from past 

experience in the U.S. elder care system that influenced the type of questions being asked 

of participants that may not have been phrased to obtain the maximum amount of 
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information possible. Some questions focused on medication and financial assistance 

from the government or other organizations, which could be biased to reflect major 

healthcare aspects of the U.S. system that may not be relevant to the Moroccan system. 

Questions could have been tailored to reflect the present healthcare structure at the time 

of the interview in the Morocco setting, rather than questions based on the U.S. system 

that present a sense of comparison between the two geographic areas. Interview 

participants also may not have answered questions fully due to not being able to fully 

communicate ideas in English or from feeling pressured to answer questions by the 

person who referred them, leading to possible reluctance to elaborate on their answers.     

Advantages/Disadvantages to Interview Structure 

This variable interview structure of email or in-person interviewing allowed 

flexibility in collecting data from a variety of participants, whether they were located in 

the city that the interviewer was stationed in or not. The email option was advantageous 

for those that were difficult to meet with due to their busy schedules, while the in-person 

option was better for being able to rephrase questions to improve understanding and ask 

related follow-up questions. One of the disadvantages of the email option was that it was 

difficult to judge whether the participant fully understood each question being asked or if 

they had more information on certain topics that they could elaborate on or not, so the 

information collected from this method was limited to the list of questions that had been 

sent out.    

Correspondence to Literature  

Based on the medical interview information, the diagnosis process is very similar 

in both the United States and Morocco in that it proceeds from less invasive (health 
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history, memory tests) to more invasive (brain scans, such as CT). The information 

gained from interviews about medication availability corresponds to the information on 

medications provided by the Alzheimer and Mediterranean Report 2016 (Monegasque 

Association for Research on Alzheimer’s Disease, 2016). This scientific information 

corresponds to what was found in the interviews, but the new information that addresses 

the specific issues faced by families is a new perspective that has not been found in 

literature about Morocco, at least not those available in English. New information gained 

from this study includes the information about what the main concerns are for caregivers, 

which were primarily the daily stresses of care and how care needs changed over time, 

and the personal perspective of Alzheimer’s being lower on the public health priority list 

than other acute diseases.  

Medication availability is different in Morocco than in the United States with 

more restrictions on the medications that are available for sale. Tablets for rivastigmine 

are generally not available and both galantamine and memantine are not sold in any 

forms. Long-term care centers dedicated to caring for those affected by Alzheimer’s 

disease are rare in Morocco, reflecting the common tradition of caring for older relatives 

within the family. There are several support centers in place to aid in educating the public 

about the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease, knowing who to contact if they have 

concerns about a family member’s health, and how to provide care if they are practicing 

as a family caregiver.  

Answering the Research Questions 

 There were two primary research questions for this project. The first question was 

about the type of support resources available to family caregivers for family members of 
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someone with Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco and the second was about determining the 

primary concerns of those family caregivers in Morocco. The first research question 

about the support resources available for caregivers was answered primarily through 

internet research done in Morocco and the site visit to Le Centre d’accueil de jour des 

malades d’Alzheimer. There are four primary resource centers located in major cities 

throughout Morocco, including Le Centre d’accueil de jour des malades d’Alzheimer 

(Rabat), Le Centre social pour personnes agees (Rabat), Le Centre pilote Alzheimer 

d'Essaouira (Essaouira), and L’Association Espoir Maroc Alzheimer (Marrakech). 

Centers like these aim to provide access to medical care for people with Alzheimer’s 

disease and create connections for family caregivers with other families who are going 

through the same process.  

The second research question about the main concerns for family caregivers was 

answered primarily through the interviews, revealing that daily tasks of caregiving and 

how problems change over the course of the disease caused the most stress for the 

personal and medical perspective participants. Other concerns involve the isolated nature 

of caregiving, where it can be difficult to find outside help to take over caregiving duties 

for the primary caregiver even for a short period of time. Transporting family members 

over long distances to medical centers for follow-up care can be costly, though there are 

sometimes traveling health professionals available to make visits to the patients in their 

homes to make this process easier.  

Morocco is on its way to becoming proficient in creating an organized system of 

support networks for Alzheimer’s caregivers based on several centers that have been 

established in recent years to help with the caregiving process and caregivers’ concerns 
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noted above. Many of them are spread out in different cities, enabling caregivers in 

different urban regions to access resources they need, though it appears that those living 

in rural areas have a limited number of centers (or if they exist, they are not widely 

publicized) outside of the major cities. Some are still in the beginning stages and have 

much room to grow, as observed during the site visit to Le Centre d’accueil de jour des 

malades d’Alzheimer. Similar centers could be established in rural areas for access to 

those who are unable to travel to larger cities.  

Recommendations for Outreach  

For people who have undiagnosed Alzheimer’s disease, they could benefit from 

an arrangement such as mobile clinics that specialize in the disease where they could 

receive a diagnosis and knowledge about more resources available to them in their area. 

This could help both the patients and families in feeling connected to others in the same 

position as well as obtaining a more accurate picture of the current numerical impact of 

the disease to see how those statistics change in the coming decades. If a mobile 

homecare system could be developed specifically for Alzheimer’s care, such as visiting 

nurses and physical therapists who can visit and provide professional care while giving 

short breaks to family caregivers if they request assistance, then this could also help with 

reaching out to underserved areas.     
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Chapter 5. Conclusion  
 
Contributions to Literature 

The results of this project help to fill the gap in the literature about the caregiving 

perspective of Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco. Personal information gained from 

interviews was not found while researching literature on Moroccan healthcare and the 

long-term care system, so this new information provides a more personal perspective that 

is typically not found in academic literature on health statistics or the structure of a 

country’s healthcare system.   

Possible Uses for Information 

The information gained through this study can be used to educate healthcare 

professionals in the United States who may care for patients from Morocco, especially 

older adults affected by Alzheimer’s disease and their family caregivers who may 

accompany their family member to health appointments. Knowledge about the general 

structure of the Moroccan healthcare system and prevalence of family caregivers can help 

healthcare providers to understand the importance of communicating well with both the 

patient and caregiver when making decisions. This research can also be provided to the 

support centers located in Morocco to provide more information about the other care 

centers that have been established so they can collaborate with one another to create 

solutions for issues that a particular center may have or to learn strategies that have 

worked well for another center that could be implemented throughout the system.  

Recommendations for Future Research  

As research progresses regarding the biological basis of Alzheimer’s disease and 

how it can be prevented, it is also important to research how to best care for those who 
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have the disease and how it affects their family caregivers on a daily basis. The disease is 

fatal and costly, so now is a critical time to research multiple angles before the number of 

affected patients and families grows even higher. The mere presence of such resource 

centers in Morocco does not necessarily mean that they are effective, but they are a step 

in the right direction. Future research projects in Morocco specifically could look at the 

effectiveness of the various centers by conducting surveys to see if the services being 

provided are meeting the needs of patients and caregivers, track the number of people 

who visit each month (or any other period of time) and how often they revisit. Based on 

these results, the centers could adapt the services they are providing to better meet the 

needs of those they serve.  

Recommendations for Healthcare Providers in Morocco   

As the rates of aging and Alzheimer’s disease continue to increase worldwide, the 

need to develop cross-cultural treatment methods is essential to creating supportive 

networks that can be implemented in different geographical areas. Viewing Alzheimer’s 

disease through different cultural lenses can create different perceptions of the disease as 

a mental illness or a physical one, so understanding those effects of faith and family 

influences is helpful to understanding the cultural context and how treatments can be 

implemented to respect those influences. Creating effective, widespread educational 

methods to teach about prevention through healthy lifestyle choices, awareness of 

Alzheimer’s symptoms, and where to find caregiver support information can help to 

create connected networks of support.  

By increasing education about Alzheimer’s symptoms, diagnoses of mild 

cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease can be made earlier so patients can have a 
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larger influence in the types of care they receive and their end-of-life decisions by 

working with their family members. These communities can connect those who have 

Alzheimer’s, people who care for those with the disease, and healthcare professionals 

who treat it to increase knowledge about the latest treatment options available and the 

resources for relieving caregiver stress. Researching the care networks and treatments in 

Morocco can reveal the effective and ineffective methods used in that cultural context 

that can be modified and implemented in other cultures as well.  

Conclusion 

 The information gained through this research project provides a different 

perspective of caregiving for those with Alzheimer’s disease in Morocco. Primary 

concerns of family caregivers are diverse but interview participants indicated that health 

needs changing over time and the stress of daily caregiving were common points of 

concern. The process of diagnosing the disease is very similar to that in the U.S. with 

more restrictions on the medications available in the Moroccan market for managing 

symptoms. There are at least four different centers that exist in Morocco to support and 

educate those who care for an aging loved one suffering from Alzheimer’s disease. Some 

of the centers were started recently, so there is growth in the education of Alzheimer’s 

disease and care in Morocco to help families adapt to the changing needs of their family 

members for the near future.   
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